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· p1lates. The material chosen for the study is ASTM 
. ' .. A572 (Grade so)· steel.· 
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are· pres_ented in this thes·is .• The column sections 
selected for the invest~gation are two welded wide- - - -- - -- - - ·------------ - --
flange shapes manufactured from flame-cut plates, that 
is, 1-~H79 and 14H202 shapes. The experimental re.search. 
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-- -- . includes tension specimen tests, r·esidual stress 
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. measurements, stti~ column tests, and pinned-e~d column . --- --·--------
tests. Residual stress measurements were made on the:se 
welded shapes as well as on their component loose plates. 
to determine· the magnitude and distribution of actual 
. - . . 
... ··---·~-----~- -· - ----·-~------. 
·residual stresses existing in the cross sections. Pinned-
end columns were tested with end rotations limited about 
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_.account __ th~e---~~tually __ mea~~~ed res_i~gµal _ §1;.~g_$_$_ patte_r_n ----~,-----,---
---·.- . ---·--- ·--- --- --\' - .· --- -- -----
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---~----- ----~tres·ses exist in the regi~n near the flange tips and 
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·, a·t · the web-to-flang~ juncture. · This distribution gives 
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: a·· favorable effect on column strength. That is, both the 
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pinned-end column tests and the tangent modulus load. 
predictions show that welded flame-cut columns have high -· --·---·--.,--.---------- · 
· ~ weak-axis column strength, es·pecial.ly in the lower 
slenderness ratios which are more important for fractical 
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-·· ____ .....----.,,-....._. ....... ~~ ~-..----~-~--~ 
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• ••-•• ,.,,.•-•-;.-~ -·- ._L_._ -. ---
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• l l j / 
.residual stress on the c61$n strength had become 
was concerned with rolled shapes,· and with residual. -
stresses due to cooling, after rolling. A summary. __ ~ .. 
----·--· ---
. : . ' 
: 'i . 
• • • ·l 
I '. 
-· __________ ----'-~_ ...-"-..... ___ -_ .-. -~- i;epor--'f;;-c-o-f--~uch--·~n---±nve-s-t·iga t.ion -1.s·--Re-€.----1; ----- ---- _,'.\ . 
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I Studies.< 2- 6> were commenced then on- . 
~~-- ·-~ . 
- - : _..:_ -- - - -- . -•· . 
,· 
·, welded shapes built-up ~ram universal-mill (UM) plates, 
'\J 
. these were of relatively sma·ll cross section. Welded 
· ·H-shap_es manufactured from UM plates have relatively ~ !. ,_ -- - - . ' , 
-· high compressive residual -stresses at the flange tips,· __ ::_-___ ~-----.-- ----· 1·-
- \--
I . 
-,••. - ,- - .,_. -~---'oRt_. '" • -~-· • •·• 
(~_-... ~ ---..... -~--
' ' ' ·• " ' • I ~ , .. --, 
•· --s~-- -~~---=-------':'·"·-·" 
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. 
w_hich contributes to lower strength of such· columns, · 
~ 
when compared to that of similar rolled H column~. (l, 7) . • 
A pilot study (7) on the strength of two· 
.. steel columns· welded from flame-cut plates; 6H27 and 
10H61 shapes*, showed that these shapes had more 
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. "favorable"· residual _stress ·'distributions .which would,. 
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- - -··- -···---·· -------------·-·· ------
··-·result in higher· column_ s·trengths. Also,. a column 
";,-. _, .,. '"'~i"""' ,/J 
streng~_!t .study for two welded flame-·cut shapes; -that .. 
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is, - 12H179 .. and· 
.. ( 8) 
-.· conducted.· . 
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14H~02. shapes, of ~STM A3.~-s1:eel was ·. ·.- ___ _ ':_, ___ ~-- I 
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_. .,, ··'.presented -in this thesis. It is ·noted- ·from the study. --JI···-
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-that welded flame-cut columns have relatively high · ---------------~~----
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. . . t weak-axis column streng.ths in the lower slendernes·s i 
ratios. 'This is caused by the tensile r~"sidual I 
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-1.2 Purpose and Scopt:!__ 
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The purpose of the-study described in 
this thesis is to investigate the strength and behavior 





plates. · Both the ·experimental· study and the theoretica.·1. · __ ... ------·--·-
predictions were carried out for.this purpqse on two 
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. Residual. stress measurements· in ·. 
co~ponent loose plates prior to 
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welding.(Sects. 2.3~ 3.2) 
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, 3. 4) and pinned-end 
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uitimate load analysis.(Sect. 4.3) 
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Extensive stud~es into .the .strength of 
steel columns have been conducted in Fritz Engineering , .. : ..... 
Laboratory, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 
.. 
These studies have dealt with columns of various kinds · 
' . . of steels, yield point of·steels ranging from 33 ksi, to 
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s·teel shapes welded ~rom flame~cut plates, the material· 
.. is subjected to various. types of heat inputs wh~ch. will 












cross section after the material has cooled. Generally,-· 
' 
-that material which ·cools- last will contain tensile 
- . . ·- - . -. --.-·--· . -:: . . - - - -- -·-··::-· - . 
• 
----~-·--··----- - ---·- ··- -~·- --· residual stresses. . _,__ . ....._ r ....... . 
' . 
. The first heat input that affects the 
- - -·- .·- . 
j. formation of residual stress is the rolling of plates. 
• 
The temp'erature introduced in the plate during r.olling 
is approximately 2,400°F. At the stage of cooling 
, 
~- i '. I. 
. a-fter rolling,. compressive residual stresses are ·formed 
along the plate edges and tensile residual stresses in 
- - . - - . --· 
.. 
the center portion of the plate.· 
. . 
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·( 
.,, . .. , .. ,. ·--- .. ,•-·--·-· ~, ..• ...,..~.-~-----'···-"--· --.: The second high heat input is introduced .:. - ·o • · • • .1 
• 
by flame-cutting of the pJate, which is a local heat 
·input to the plate. The flame-cutting_creates tensile. 
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--·. · compressive stresses: .present elsewhere in- the plat~. 
,, 
. .. 
These. -stresses _ are superimposed o~- t_hose due to · ; 
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__ cut plates to form a shape causes additional resi.dual 
I 
-------- ----------
stresses. Very high tensile stresses are formed in the· 
.. 
-t, ---. ,,._. -
. . 
vicinity of the weld, and coinpre~si ve stresses elsewhere·.·. 
The magnitude of residual· stress due to welding reaches·'--
· ~he yield stress of t_h_e weld material-, as compared to 
• 
-·------·----- --------. . - -
_. -- - - . - ··-- -·- - ------·--·- -~ - . 
rolled medium size wide-flange shapes in which the 
. - - -- --
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. · ·· ... .,. · 2\ll : Te~t .. Material. and Spe..cimens 
. . . . 
-~ ~ 
In the . ~xperimental phases of the · s·tudy, , . 
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tests, stub column tests, residual :stress measurements, 
' 
. . 
-and. pinned-end column tests. The material is .· ASTM 
... 
A572 (Grade 50) stee1.< 9> This has been n~ly 
. 
' designated by Americ·an Society for Testing and Materials., 
-
-and is a high-strength low alloy columbium-vanadi\lltl 
' steels o.f structural.quality. 
. \ 
. 
Two wide-flange.sh~pes were chosen for 
the study1 12H79 and 14H202. Both are welded built-up 
. ·shapes manufactured from· flame-cut plates. 
of these two sections are shown in Fig. 1. 
The dimensions 
The dimensions 
of the. shapes are determined so th.at they ·have counter--
parts in the currently fabricated rolled wide-flange 
I . .: , .. ,.-'. 
· shapes. (In other words, 12WF79 and 14WF202 shapes exi~t. ). 
. . 
* . 2.2 Tension Specimen Tes~ 
I • 
• 
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. . -· --:-· --~ . 
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. . ,.;, . . • • • . I . • 
- - -- - _._ ·- ~-- -"-,- --
.. -·-·----··.-;' ... -. 
..-. ' .... 
,a. • 
. . '" . .._' 
__ : ·-, 
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. ... . . 
.·~ ·. . 
---·-··-----··--- ----- -··----·--· ··-::~-· -·-·- .. ,-- ---- -. - -
,· ' : - - . ' ·. . ... :_ .. -'.:~---.1· .. ,. 
. -----r·-- ---· -----~ -------··· . '·- __ ._ - ·-
. L. _____ :_ ----
,.properties .. of the material. used, . tension specimen. tests .... : .. _,-·· 
• 
· ~ ·· · were __ c.arr.ied.. __ o_ut_. T.he_numb_er_o_f_. __ ten_sio.n_s_p_e.c.imen_s.... _ _= ______ . _____ ... · .. ·· 
. . ·.-
. . 
,,., ........... ·---·--· -· ,~~ --.---.·----------··- ... - .. - ---- --.---··-'·· ' --- - ---·"·" -- ... _ ------- --------------------------·----·----~---~ 
.. :;..: . ·-
tested is-: sho\-!n __ i_n T~l?J._~ -~· .· _ S_p~~i!I!~.ll~ _____ were. _q~~ __ };>Qi;~,.--------~··-~ .' .. ':~ .. 
. . . . ~---t, , £:tom _ ~!ie __ H-!3ec-i;:ion and the• componen~ _ lO()S~ pl~t:e_~ __ {or. 
• ~ =~. ~-~= •· ~ ~~-=- _' ' ,, =-=='=~ ,_:__==, . :~~=~•'"=,==:==,--,~~=c·""•-~-~~•-•••."C"0~•·-••~•,-~'k~, ="'''"~'=·'"'~''""·=·""·~=,,~:~. ·.,~·+·,~~,-~--,~=-'=~·'="""''.;~_.·.,~-,-,., .. : .. :. . .. •' ·: " -···",• .... JJ . ..• , ... ·, .•• 
· · '._ ·. · .. the 14H202 shape, and only from the shape· its.elf for 
. . 
--~--- - -- . . 
,·. 
. l .. 
, .rt 
the 12H79 ·shape. The location of :these s~ecimens in 
I . . . . • 
' . 
. "' .• i' ~ 
·-·the~ cros-s--sectie-n-----i-s--shown---in F-ig. · 2· together with the 
. . - .. . . - . - - . -· - . -- - . -. . - . . .. - . .... . dimensions of these tension test specimens. Figure 3 
• 
~ . ' 




beams and-plates. The, testing machines.used for the 
tension specimen tests are -a mechanical- testing machine 





.... -.-- - ~- ··--.. -
• 
. 




of 120 kip c·apacity for the---·12H79 specimens, ~nd a· 




, I. •. 
The results obtained include the.complete 
·· stress-strain curves drawn by an automatic recorder. .. 
The data Were evaluated for static yield stress (ay5 ).·,.{lO) 
strain at the onset of str.ain-p.ardening (est) , strain-
. .. ' .. 
• 
. ··" . ' 
- • -- - ,' -- • ., ··1 ___ .. _._ ·-··" " 
hardening modulus. (E 5 t), ultimate tensile stress (au),. 
percent elongation in 8 inch gage length, and percent 
reduction of area. 
. · . 
. ,... . " . " 
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2.3 
I .· . 
Residual · Stress Measurement . 
I • • 
. . 
For t!le determination of the mag·ni tude .. 
"' ~ 




. '.·and distribution -of residual stress, the ·method ·of.·-~ 1 • •. .. . '_; 
... 




·-· -- .· ··~ :· ' - '"'-· -
• 
~ .·.. . -. l• . • 
.·.. . ' . 
· sectioning ( ll, 1~) . was ~dopted"° using a Whi tt~ore ' 
' ,, . . . . . ;, 
.. 
• a 1r ' 
mec}:lanical strain gage with a .10 inch gage length,· ·_ 
,i-- _,. 
• . . { 
·which is shown in Fig. 4 together with a mild steel.bar 





of sectioning requires at 
' . 
. ' 
1.east two measurements of each gage length; once before~ 
. . ; . ~ 
______ . _________ . sectioning, and __ then again· after sectioning· the specimen 
. , 
into. strips. · Furthermore;· i11 -thi-s --s--.:uay,----one--aaa-i-tional 
.. step ·was,., ~ncluded, 'which is called II partial sectioningn. 




.. . ·. . . :-




- -·- .. .: .-· .. .-.!.: __ - ·-- - --· 
sectioning" as shown in ~ig. 5. A smaller number of . 
. : ·:. ' r • .• 
I • 
• 




· longi tudi~a_l cuttings are made for the partial · 
sectioning (Fig. Sb) than for the complete sectioning · 
(Fig •. Sc) ~ The purpose in doing this intermediate step 
' 
is to have an approximate idea-of ~he residual stress 
distribution and also to see if the number of sections 
. ....,,, 
\ . 
can be reduced in future tests. Three repeated readings 
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·Thus, referringto,Fig. 5, .. the.steps 
. of · residual stress measurements are as follows: 
·. . . . ~ ., .. 
. . 
. ·,'., . 
. :.,· . . . . .. ' 
";" ' • .r ;._1. 
.• . ~- ·:· .· ... r-
·. ·. f . .. . _. - ' - ' ---
.• rl'.· , . .: · . .._• ... ; 
- • t :. - t,' .• . 
.. ... 
i 
. - .. 
.. 




. ,, ... 
. . .. . 
.. 
.. 
1. ·. P-reparation of· gage holes and layout. 
• 
~Of sectioni~g'· lines'. on the- spet:i;men. · 
. . . 
' . 2. ·Initial readings. 
3. Transverse cutting. (Fig. Sa). 
4., Partial .sectioning. (Fig. Sb) 
" 
s. Readings after part~al sectioning. 
. . 
... · T . -I~:-
. . 
• 
.... ' .... 
. ' 






-·. -- . --_-.- -6 •. . Complete ·.sectioning. (Fig. Sc) . - --·· - - ·- -----' -- _:...,...__ - ·- ..... -·. -- . . \· - . ; _____ - ------·---------i..l. ___ ,. -'--- - - -.--- . ·-- - -;. -. -- -
.. 
,; ·• { 
• . 
. . - .... 
•. J. 7 • Final readings. - • I 
- -- - - ___ -___ ::_...:-_ - - ' ----- -
--------.---
.. , To evaluate residual stress from Whittemore ... .. . 
l • ' ' ' • • gage readings, the following formula was used.· 
.. 
• 
. E .. c<B. a.) (A •. Ref. A.> • ari ~ =. - - Ref. - - ]· .L . 1 1· 1 1 






·-···-· - ----- ~-where,- - -- . --.... ---- ···---- ---- ----- ~ - . . . . .. ----· -- ----- -------------· 




. ' .'' . 
. . 
---·-···-- -- : -~:rf· __________ : _ ;~--- ... residual stress of the strip. i . •. .,,. ... - --· ·-- -..l-,- ··-·-····. '-"•• •. - ---- ,, -! ______ ---- .• .. ---- ----·· ·------' ·--· . ., .... -~ ---···· - - u. --·-". '_, ... ·-' ',. _. --· ; 
,· --, ••. u.o••· C ,·, • • ~ ~-• • 
(pqsitive for tensile and negative 
- -•: "·-·• '" ~ --~---·--·c , -,-·., .--·-,• •. · -·- .,-·~- • .., ·• ·:·•"<'"-'--.:--~------· .. "'-, .. - ·------- ... --
--·-·- .. - - ,,. ___ .- -- -- ·-· ~ ""'. ·····' _____ ,..,, --- ,--·-- - .... -- - . -~-- ·. for·compressive residual stress), J •• 
E =. modulus of elasticity, 
................. , ... · 
. : . I 
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' . . 
"- r;,-_ ... -...... -
. ' 
. . - : ·. - -
- ··-· ~- -- - -- ~1-0-~.-
f' . 
f . 
. . . 
. \\.. ' 
= gage _\e?gth · (equa_l to 10 inches ·· 
.for. a Whitte~ore gage),· 
. . . . 
. .. 
., . 
. . .. ... ' 
, • . •:·'· . -~. I ,..·, f 
,,· .... ' . . -- ' .... :. B .. 
·.·.·1 -=· . average of the initia·l read;1rig$ · . ' ' 
' ; 
. . I . 
:. / ' . ·. . 
- •j' . ' • 
' . . ' . ·. '. ·. ~ 
l ' 
.. ,._. ·-- '·:· - ·, 
! . . ' 




. - ' ~. ' .•. 




... :. __ ,_ 
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. , .. " ,) 




. . 1 
. -
. · . ..: o~ the· strip · i:, 
• ' A? ' •. 
.. _r· t , 
. ' 
,,; . \. - - . .e 
- average of refeie~ce bar ·readings~ 
'. 
-for the strip i before.sectioning• 
. . . .. . 
= average reading on-the strip i 
after sectioning, 
·,, .. ·" 
,. 1i> ,. II 




. . . 
. ~ . . . 
. -.. -.· ·. .. . . - . --. . ·r Ref .A. = average of reference bar readings ____________ . __ .... ____ _ 
. 1 
' t 
' . .. -
'. -• - ---- . - • • • ::- . -.. . " -,- < -, • --- -.:. • -. .. -I • 
.·• L·-- - ----
.. 
. I • 
• L . 
-- -"'· • •';>-1• •1-• •• -.~. r - .. ~---- -·-
,, for the strip i (_after sectioning~-·· 
The number of specimens us·ed fo·r residual 
stress me·asurements is given in Table 1. The location· 
of· the.specimens in the fabricated column members and 
. the·component plates are shown in Fig. 3. The distances 
from the ends of the members to these sections were· 
. . 
chosen to be at least one and a·half times the largest· 
• 
· linear dimension of the cros-s section. 
; ~ ;·, . ··.•· 
Thus, th~ stress 




existing in a long member was contained in the test . , . -··· ~-·" -•,.;,- . • ,. 
. (11) .. 
specimen. . • .. , c.~--·,·e ·-~-• ,, .. -·-·" --- ·------ -- • . - . 
. f 
The details of the sectioning are ·shown. • 
. ·-- -----· ,. 
• 
',J . ' 
• 
t .. 
• .J .. ,, 
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'\ : respectively. The loca·tion of the· -longitud.inal cuts 
. \. -'"'I··· 
. . . .. ... .,.. .... 
•. 
for the partial sectioning is also indicated in Fig.-~-
.,,. 
~ I 
· _ f~r t~,. shal)e 14H202 •. · · Fi(Ju~e 8 shows deta.iis qf the · _ ·~~· ·. 
'~~==6-=== .. =-,,i,_.'=S=== - ... -.~-~-- ---~ ~: 
... -Partial and cOniplete sectioni~g of the we.P ... (:F:i.g.!., ,Sa) .. 
• • 1 . ~ i.. ~ 
: . . : .. -~-- ' .. , 
~ 
.arid the flange (Fig. ·Sb) loose plates •. . . 
- - - -
. -
' 
----------·----- ·--- ------·------ - .. - -----·--· 
-----··- - -------- - - - -----~------ ------·- --------- --------·------·- ---) 
., 
'-
. I . 




In order to deter.mine i;he aver·ag-e 
. . 
.... ---·--··----'-----~--compressive stress~strain relati-oi1sI1ip_s_~--o-f--the ___ complet·e. ·_ _ __ C _ •• , 
---- --------~------- ------------
- ··--. ·- _,_ -·--- ·~--. 
cross section, stub column tests (l4} were carried out· ···-. .. r , 
.. ,., 
for the. two shapes, 12H79 and 14H262, of As1·2 (50) 
steel. The length.of a stub column should be short 
I 
-~-enough to pr~vent column instability, yet ~long enough_ 
'\. .. .. ~ ·' : . 
- ' . ~ --
._ .. -.... _ .. ~·;,-~.:·~to·. hc3:v:e · ~xi sting ·residual stress contained in t-he test 
. . 
,--. ••·-c '";- ;,'• '-, 
' . 
-- --.~ ·-· ·· .. ---·· ;·'-·~·--..-,·.----·-,-·· -- . ' 
specimen.. The lengths of the stub colUinns tested .~ere. 
3 ft. 6 in. for the 12~l9 shape, and 5 ft. for the 
14H202, their slendernessra.tiosbeing 13.8 and 14.8, 




for both shapes, Table 1. The testing m~chine used 
for all four stub column tests was a hydraulic testing 
~. . ~" ·' ..... _"_' 
• 
- -----~ · .............. ,;·.,,"'·-c- .. __,___\~·: ... ·-.•.. '"··· -- . 
. ... ~ . 
- - .. -, - ··- .. --·~-·-·--·· ... -






machine· of 5,000 kip capacity, which has a set of 
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·····- , ____ .. ____ . ___ ._.:.._ ___ ... _:_; _________ : __ ~---; . 
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.•. ·• . • . ! • 
• 
• 
·-:;·12~--.-:··-·· -· •--'-- .. : ·c -·- . i; 
• -. i,. 
.... ."· ··~ :. -~_. .... , - . :. -, 
- ..; -.· : . 
.. 
.. : · The test· followeij the 'procedure ~uggested 
·---- t> -
, . by the --CRC. (l4_) 
. , *' • -
--:-···· _· -~ --- ' --~- ·----------------r---·------~------------ ., .... /--·------'--,---
• {· . 
1·· 
~;; 
- --:-: --- -- -·------- ------~-------- .-~ -~~ • 
. 
. ~ Instrumeneat1on 
- -. -
. .: -") 
.. -~. .. 
~- ~-... -•. , ...• ~ 
., • I 
--- ----~=::~ ------ --_--,·-· 
centerline~of the fl~nges~ · two dial-~gages with a 





sensitivity of 1/10,000 ~n. were mounted with ·a gage 




determination of the average stress-strain curves • 
• 
. 







...... _ ·-- . --~---- -, - .. - . --~- -··- .. -~ ,. .. 
. -- . ,._ --- - -
. . 
.. -·· --·-· .. -·--~---- --- -· - - . ---·-
.. ---··- -···. -· 
... _. ... 
.... -~-. : 
• 
were fixed at each corner of the stub column, with a 
. 
. 
length the same as. the complete length of the stub· 
·~column specimen. These gages are- utilized mainly- for. 
alignment· of the stub column, as described below. In 
addition to these dial gages, there is set one more dial 
• 




test data can be recorded ba~ed upon the criterion of · J 
load stability aft~r the load reaches the proportional 
limit. Furthermore, the specimen is whitewa~hed for j • ---
~ ------· --- . ., ---~ - _.._ --- ·-
· easier ·judgement of the·progres.s of yielding. The. 
typical setup of the stub column in the testing machine 
is illustrated in Fig. 9, which is a 14H202 specimen •. 
• 
. \ 
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· Prior to· tes·ting, the alignment was.·. . -~ . ' - ' 
. ' . . . . . 
- ·----· ----·c-..---::., ~ -------.------------·----. ·-· ----··--· ····- ·--------- - --- . ---------·--------· - ·--.- ----- ' ... ·_,_- ' .~ _--- __ . -.---· 
. . . ... 
carried o-ut for all stub columns," to make sure the 
. . . ' ,. 
-. \. - . 
~1 .' 
· load wi~l be, applied . thr_ough the centroid of,, the cross ,. 
:, • • .• 
. '·' ... 
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section. · The. maximum ,alignment load· was chos,e.n to- be 
·•. '""-'----'"'!'r.;=-e-.~-,y-.•.•..;c.;..,•.-nl'=-,;--~rl~~-"P~·~ -
., .... ~II ', -· 
. . . 
;; approximately one half of the predicted yield load with·-.· 
'f ·-- _i .. , • -- • - ·-- --· ·-











consideration. The m_aximum alignment loads were. 520 
kips for the 12H79 specim~ns aiid 1,150 ki~s for the 
t 
-
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·The alignment was achieved by observing ::.:.:.· i;;·!· 
·' 
·'· ~ 
\.. ........ . 
i . 
. the strain variation given by four corner dial gages·. 
The criterion- used for the alignment was such that the 
----
strai~ variation given by each one of the four corner 
"' 
-_-----~----_ -=---- -- ---- ---. gages should be less t~an ·s% from their average value · • 
at the maximum alignment load. Six load increments 
• 
. ··" --"· ____ :,···=·---~····- --- were taken for all stub columns~ · 
• 
. • . . 
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After the alignment condition was 
satisfied, testing was started with the load increments 
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,.; . . 
·the 14H202, specimens, sta~ting from .zero lo.ad~ By. 
successively p_lotting the load--strain curve, and· 
-"·-------------«---------------- --------------------------,----:-----· . ----·---~- ~-----·· -- .-----· 
-- -•. · 
,-.. 
.·-14 
·- .• ,: 
• 
~---=--_ _.., ____ ---.~ 
., 
~fter the proportional limit (that is~ the begintiing~ 
. ' -
J' •• 
- .• . . . .- ... 
. "' 
o-f the deri vat.ion . f:i::Om the ii.near portion ~f the · · . . . ·. .' . Kl 
-~-'--.. 
· '. · ~-· ,_ .• • : ___ · 
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· curval was reached, the· 1oad increment was reduce~ 
' . 
I • 
. . so that. the "knee" portion.of the.curve could be 
~------:---~-------~----· -
"'',\-' properly recorded. 
... ~ a 
... 
' ---· ... •. 
When the load is·bigger than th~ 
-- . /". 
~- pr-<.)por±i-onal limit, no readings were taken until the· -
- - -~ ----- .-------- ---·-·- - ... 
- ·- -----·--·-· --·-··----·-- - - - :.___,, __ - - - - - -
.. . 
motion· of.the cross-head was stabilized. The·criterion· 
. . 
-- ----- -- - . -
. ,, .. - - ----- - --
,,. 
adopted for the stabilization was such that the ·· 
movement of the cross-head, by che~king the dial gage 
set in between the machine cross-heads,· was less than ~ 
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- - -The information. evaluated· from th·e stub 
. . . 
__ ·:" __ · __ :: __ ~-~~"~: -------~-coltimn tests include modulus- of elasticity (E), ., ...... ·,- ·--~---..··-c..-.....,...._ ... ~~'.-:.:..,.~ . ...-:;;-.-__ ,.:. '- -• -·· -,- 4• ··- ., •••• '~ -·· • -
• 
proportional limit (ap), y~eld strength (ay1), yield 
~tress level (ay2), strain at the onset of strain-
h~idening (e 8 t), and strain-hardening modulus (Est>· 
. In evaluati·ng the stub column test results, the method 
· 
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' 2.5 Pinned-End Column· Test ... '. .. 
. . 
A :total of five pinned-·end 9olumns· 
( ' 
l-'----'----'---------'~__c___.:__~...:...__.:.._-,---'--.:__~__:.._~-"t"-----'--------'---=-"~--- ---=---------.----- .. ·-; .. . . . 21 ·. .. 
· · were tested; three of the 12H79 shapes. (L/r=30, 60 ;and 90) ,--- . 
n· . 
; ,{( 
. . Q 
.. . ' . \ .. l 
... , < ~ • 
·. and, two~ of ·the .. 14H202 .shapes {L/r=60. ·and_- 90t • 
• ·----··--·•-·------·-·----·-•' ----------~- ·-----~ ~J . ' ~ - • • 
._- - I .: .,'~ • • ~ ~ -~~ • , ..,· • ~ • :,, .. , '. • • • • • • ~-- - • • , • 
•--.-·-·-··-- ( •.•....• ~~~ :~·-·-.-· . . --·· -··· -- • if t. 
- ,,. -~ \ 
.. 
'- were . conducted 'as pinned.-e,:t;1d about . the weak axis ~·and'' 
.. 
.. fixed-end about the · ~trong · axis. This was- made possibl.e. 
-
·1. by ·using the end ___ fixtures with· the cylindrical ~earing 







_ A _ :b.y,d;r~ulic type_ universal testing __ machine_-,---~-------~---:-~-~-- __ 
. - . - ··-- -- -- --- ·-- -- - ---··· -- --- ------------ -
.. 
--- - -----. 
. ' . - ::::~--- -------- ,------. ------- I-
with 5,000 kips capacity was used for all the pinned-· 
. 
- -- -------------·----~-
- . . 
.. -- - -- -------~. end column tests.. . 
.lns trumenta tion ., 
' . . 
' . . . . . 
• .•. l -
·,-... ,. ' -
• 
' 4 - ...... '. ,.-, Prior to the testing, after all dime~s-~o~-~---··----------··-
. . 
. . . 
. . _________ ,_ .... ___ ... · - ,- . ··---~---
were measured, the following preparations and ~ 
·-~ -~ .. 
instrumentations were made on ~he column test pieces. , . . ~• ... f. 
~ (Fig. 10) · 
~-=· _ ---~~--~:::·- .:~ 1· .• --· -· For the deflection measurements, strip • ·-"--:~·-=·---·-
:···· \. 
... 
·scales were attached at several 
___ ,_, -- .. ---- -·--- ,....- -~- -.·-- .. ··--- - -- ~~- ~--------,-...-----· ----·----· ·--~- ____ , _________ ~- --- -- - .. . -
.. 
- • • •· --~• - - •• - .---,- '•"-'• • • - - • ',- • • • • •·e·-- • •" ',__., .~ • 
• 
, ___ ,._,., 
. . . . 
• 
=~ 
places along the column specimen. For· 
relatively short columns 0 they were 
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both ends, and 'for 'long;er columns, 
~--
' .. 
at the sixth-poi,nts·--~:~ both f 
' • • ., f 
e-nds. Also, a theodolite was set -----~----'---,-,--
·. . ,;J.'. ""_· 
¥ · on the testing floor some distance 
' ,.. 
·,• ... '. 
"~ -·. . . .. 
.·' ' . ; 
. ! • • •. .• 
' 
away from the ·aolo.nµ1:speqi~en.to ' - :· ., •. . . t,. ,· 
.... 
-
--re.~d the~e_ · strip scales. 
~ With-the scales and theodolite, the 
initial o~t-of~straightnes~ was 
. . .c,• 
'. . . ~ _ .. 
- - .-
. ' ' 
'- ' 
. :,____ ~_,..c __ •. 
. . ~ ' ' 
.. .. - . ,_ . 
. ( ' ·-. : . ' ~ .. · . . '\ measured for all the test columns •. . . -
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. -,·' ~- - . 
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3. In-addition to the strip scales, one 




~· ; - - - .. - ·-· - ~. .. - -
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sensitivity was mounted· at. the mid~ -- -·-, 
height of ·the column to measure the 
lateral deflection at that point, as 
the load increased •. 
.• . 
. "~ .. 
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SR-4 gages· (electric resistance wire 
.. strain gages) were mounted at sever~l 
positions; both ends and quarter-
. 
points or sixth-points depending on 
· the·column length. They were used to 
provide data for an indication of the 
strain distribution in these cross 
.. .. 
• ·' I 
• 
(; ···. 
-- -------~--------------- . . 
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.sections at each 'load step for both 
• 
~ . . . 
. . ' .. · ·-.. 
. . ,· ':~ , ... ·. . 
· alignment and- testing.· _Four SR74 
.. 
-.~ ··• 
--- -·· -.-.. -- -- - ·---- . -~- - -,-- - -- ' . .. , ... -·-· - .. --- ,.-- - -
··-. ------<:fages were mounted at each· 1evel, ··• 
. .. • - · ... ·:-•.-
-. .. '. ~ -.-,_ ·- ~ -·----------- ... 
1-_ .. 
'';".' ··, ·. -~ 
. • l 
• ··: ' • I • '1 -.-' ·:, •• _'._ .. r'--- _._.:, 
' i 
· except ·.at ··1:he mid-~eight, -where six . \· ·. . ~. . 
. .. 
' ~-- ... 
_:_ ____ -:.~-; ~ -···-~.. ~==::,.;...;. ~-· ..I=~=====-~-"""''=··====--===-=-·==-·~~-.~,-:-gages· ;;were~··atta'~hect-: :···~· ···-·-····-···· ·-··--·~=·--.==. ==--="":=~=. =\ ====--==· =-=_ ·=::---. "' 
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. . ' 
' 
. . 
. . . 
-----~---- ·--==~~-- ----~-------•·----~~ .. -~ 
S. · On one flange su~face at th~ mid-
height-, three sets of gage ·holes 
were drilled for a Whittemore gage 
(Fig. 4) readings. This presents an 
... -~ ----··- ·-~-- - ·-··-·-··--- --· 
., 




- . ~: 
additional indication of the mid-
. . 
. \ . - . . . - -... -· - - . . - - - - . - . 
~---- ·-------
-- . 
,!.. . .. 
.• . 
• 
·~---- . ---- - ..... ---·· ··- -
·- / " '· ... 
r '-:. . 
. 
...... ., - - - . 
• height strain. 
- ---- ----- - -· 
·---a-.--------~ 
6. In order to know the amount of 
• 
pinned-end rotation, two level bars-
~ere mounted at both top and bottom 




gives the measure of the angle . 1 
- ... '~· - .. 
' .. 
- ~ .... ,. ,. ' - ··-'--'- ,-, .. - ' - . ____ .. . . . . ..... ·"·... . - "',_ .. -. .., .. ,-·-· ...... 
• .. - ~--·-.=~ ~-----•·~~r-.-,--.,..-~--·~--,.-=-~·-....--.-.,;,-<c.""-------c=~r·.,..-...--.., ·----~.. ·a=a.•--~----:-:· . ...-.-,~. 
changes ·by centeri·ng the level 
·bubble with the micrometer screw at 
each loading step. The dial gage 
readings on the other end.of the bar 
.. ·---··----A~~~-··------~----~~-·~·--------- -.-- .. ~-·- gives the end rotation of the bar 
. .. 
over a 20 inch gage length. 
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. check · the movement ·of the mach-ine 
cross-heads. · This was used to- . . 
i 
• 
-~eqide wh·en to take_ all_ the reading-s 
-· -· · ___ ti. --•. 
. . 
... 
- - ,._ .. 
. once deflection ·commenced. ," 1 ::, 4 ,.. - . 
. . . ' - I J\. 
. .. • ... ... ! 
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Alignmen~. 
• . . 
in order ·to·have an: indication of the 






' For all the columns tested, the aligrunent 
- was made in the following manne~. First of al~, the 
column was geometrically centered in the tes~ing machine. 
Then it was loaded to the maximum alignment load, which, 
was smaller.than the one for the stub column aiignment, 
·by taking-reasonable load increments. 
• ,/•. ··r 
- The alignment-was based on the readings 
l ---
• 1 
of the four corner gages at each cross section. Every 




effort was made, througp many trial ioadillgs, to achieve 
an alignment so that the deviation of any of these four-
corner gage readings was less than 5% from the average 
·value of the four strains, at each of the three cross· 
• 
• . . ' 
. -
• "" . 
. . . ' 
. -·~ \ ' ,\ . 
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· • - sections; both ends . and mid-height. . When this was · 
• 
reached, the.alignment 'of _the column was considered 
to be satisfactory .. Since -the long column specimen·s: 
.. --~------·.-.  ~- '~···· _.~· __ · -.-- . ""-·te-nd to have ·some out::.:..of-straightness, it 'was- - ·- ----
. . .. ~ 
. .• 
necessa:r;y·.to balance _the eccentric.i:t.Y betwee·n the end 
' I 
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. ' . 
. . 
---- ... ;_ -, ·-·-
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. . . 
Once alignment·was ·attained, approximately 
50 kips of load was· l_eft. on the column specimen to 
protect· it.from any possible disturbances that might ~e_ 
·. caused in the -fixtures or.in the machine •. 
Testing 
I 
The column test was started-from this 
. initial load, and initial readings of all the gages and 
instruments were taken as ·zero readings. 
• 
• 
The load increments were detetmined by 
. .· . . . . 
. simultaneously plotting a load--deflection curve as the 
. . 
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• test continued. This was especially helpful in the 




. ,. I In the elastic-plastic range and • 
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. thereafter,· the cross head motion was carefully checked 
• 
·at each loadill:g step in order to- dete;rmine· w-he-n to 
'· take readings. The criterion used for~the-stabilization ... ... ..:.. 
,. 
was such that no ~e~ding was taken until there was no ; '<::) . 
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3. TEST RESULTS 












J ··: ... f, ,. - . .:.· 
-~ · . 3 .1 Mecha1;13.;cal Prqp_e_rt.j.es ·. , ~ -· . 
,- . 
. ' 
. .,.,·L. - ~ •••. • 
---·~«..e. .......... ~= ............. : ... ,,...,. •-. .... ~.._,..-:-,-.,.~.,.,,,,...._,_L __ i!,n.--..-~. - ~- • 
··-·· The results obtained from te~.sion·· : -
'-
~pecimen tests are·· s~arized in Table 2, _ showing the 
.,. ., .. 
,,..1. ........ -!,Jlljjo-.;....:1-'" 
-- _ values for static yield 
stress·. (a· ) , modulus . of 
' ' . u 
sfress . Cays>, ultimate ~ensile. 
elasticity (E), st~ain~ 
hardening modulus - (F; 8 t), strain at· the onset of strain-· 
- . 













.---~~lia:tden·ing· ~ce·~~tr,--p~rcent,- elongation 'in' 8 inch gage .... ~- "-----~- ___. _ ---- - ~; 
···-----' ----~--·\ ---- --- --- - -
,~ . i ___ ~ 
length,. and-percent reduction of -area. The material 
properties obtained from the tension specimen tests 
satisfied the ASTM requirements for A572 (Gr'ade SO) 
. . ·., 




As can be seen from Table 2, for the 
• • values of percent·elongation in an 8 inch gage length 
- . . 
-~ . ~ ~ -- ~ 
· ··and of percent reduction of area, as well as from the 
.. 
: .. ~ ' 
• .- • • 4 
---~~--..- •... --. .......... - ....... ·----~ ··---· 
' ·. ---
.•.• _. ,. ""•" •~.,--,·- ,_ , •.• -..--.,.,. or-·.-,•• • • 
. -




specification, this low alloy high strength steel has 
a good ductility. 
.. 
I . ' 
Average stress-strain curves ·using the 
average values of these data (E, ays' est' and Est>. 
• 
. ' . ·'. 
• • 
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--- ------- ---- ··-· . ---·. . -~~- : ____ ~ ~; __ ... 
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.;,:: ~-· 
f ··,· . 
~1 . 
. · .. 
.. ·c:i.:=t___-~-~- -
a~e . presented . in ·Fig. 11 · f~r both . 12H79 a.rid 14H202·. 
. " -
. ,. ... - ' 
·_·-22 .· 
shapes. The curve for· the 14H202· shape .shows a more·; · 
, gradual offs·et from the elastic range, a lower static . ~ 
. 
. y·ie.ld_ ·stress, and· an .earlier .onset of strain-hardening 
' 
.. . 
. .... . 
: ...•.. 
. . I 
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..:.. . 
.;:..:_;.. ________________________ ' -· . :-. -------
- _ _., . . . 
-·--.... 
- .. 
; · to the ef feet Of ~~f~e~a7ce ill ·siz~· (~e~ Fig_ •. 2 ~~r . · _ · 
the~ dimensions of_ tension test specimens) -and due to · 
the small -residual .stresses left in the larger·· 
. 
specimens cut from the 14H202 shape and from its 
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. 3.2 Residual Stresses in As-Manufactured Plat~s 
Residual stress measurements were carried 
out on three loose plates taken from the same· parent 
plate as the component p~ates of the 14H202 shape; one 
. ;--web plate (4D, 12 5/8" x 15/16") and two flange plates · 
,;...., 
(4E and 4F, ~ 3/411 x li"). 
. . 
The residual stress di.stributions · 
- .. 
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and 14. Figure 12 shows the distribution of residual 
stress obtained for the web plate (40) after partial 
sectioning (Fig. 12a) and after complete sectioning 
~ ,. ___ ,--•. , ·C"',•1· L ... -•·-c.-.--------~ .--·.·.~.· 
' 
. . . 
I t , 
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·· (f_:i.._g. · 12b) • . For _the_ flange_· ~loose· plate . (4E and .4_E!l·, · '' 1;' ·-.-.•,v. .- :.... .. ·.----,······-,:J··-'-----·- ----
-- ------ - - ----·---_·::..--. - -
similar d_i~grams are given in· Figs.· 13 a·na 14-. 





· : Comparing the ·residual -stress distributions .... 
' . 
• 
• u ~ ~ 
. . . ···9 •. . . . 
.... 
. ... ~-, 
., . . , /'' ' " .. ~~---~~~~--~~~-· - =-==-· · "'='=='=o=l;~=,;,,,,··-~, :,.=e~rr-~po~d-iig-· '.to-·"'Par"ti:at0 ··1receion'i:ng··aiia:~:tomp1ete··;;;,·· -:-···-,-.--·~·-=·==~~=--~-~~~~~-----~~ .. ---~----
" . -, "'1 
.. 
• sectioning ___ on_ .. th.~~-~---th~~e __ :(Q_Q_se··plates,. it is. noted .... --···--------- ... ----------· ... -----·------·· .. - . - ---
-- . - '' J 
···-· .. ~.,- . . 
. .. ' . ~ . 
· -- · ·-- .- -·--,~---__ .that the · _par_tial__sectio_ning __ Br.oc.edu_r_e __ g_iyes_a_g_ood ____ ..c..--_· ~~· -.--
---·---·- - ·-- -·--- - - - .. ·-- -·· -
-------~----
' 




· indication of· the actual. residual stress· _distribution,. 
although ··only two cuts were· made on each plate. Since 
the number of cuts and the number of measurements 
·, 
necessary fo;/the partial sectioni~g is far less than 
' . 
what is required -for the __ complete sect'ioning 'proce!3-ure, 
this suggests that accurate values at greater economy 
. '• 
• 
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t-: ······-
.. . . 
· Relatively high tensile· r~sidual stresses 
. -- .. ~ 
. . 
exist ~t·the flame-cut edges of the plates. These 
·-
.. 
• . . 
tensile stresses are balanced by an almost uniform 
compressive residual stress elsewbere in the.plate.·· 
Some irt~gularity was observed in the distribution of 
-... ~-___.--.,., --..... ~-'"'\· ,_...._. .. -----~·-... -------
residual stress at the edges of the flange plate 4E 
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-across the· plate thickness at the_ edges. 




II • I 
. . summarizing the res.idual s·tress 
~ : ,.· ~ .. - "'"~ . . 
. ~·--.~- ------·-·-·--- • ..£._'____ ·---·- ...... " • 
• ,, 1' ~· 
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.. > .. ··- . distr~bution ... in the component loose plat~s . of the. 1'1H20 .. 2. ·, · ~ · ~ . , 





-_.-· ------.. _______ ..______ ---, shape~--of-~,A:57-2-····{S-Ol- --ste-el-,- Fig-.----1-5-,-:--shows . the- -average - ·-- - • - u.-----·--~ -- • •' --· • • 
----.-· - -- ' - . ' . 
· ---- - · -- ---- ---- - ·· distribution -in the web plate (-4-0-,- 12 5/8" x 15/16"--)--.··:··-----::---··-· -------.---.-·-.·--_-----·-... 
. .j .• ' ... Average values were obtained from the stresses on both 
,i. 
' surfa~es of the plate. The average tensile residual 
-




compressive.residual stress in the .~id-portion of the 
·-·--··---------·--p-1ate is approxima~ely 4 ksi. These values correspond-
. . 
·' 
to 0.8 ays and 0.07 "ys' respectively, where "y~ .is the 
,_1 static y·ield stress determined by tension specimen 
··---·-----···-·-··-,, .......... . 
• 
tests and is equal to 55.0 ksi for the web loose plate.· 





, :"' For the flange loose plates .(4E and 4F, \ 
--- - ,. . · 15 3/4" x lt") the s·imilar distribution is shown in. 
. . 
Fig. 16. The ayerage·tensile residual stress at the 
' .... -•, 
. .,. ....... •··· ...... --- '- .,.__ -· ....... ~· 




portion is approximately 3 ksi. They are O • 5 a .and ys 
0.06 cr , respectively, where the·static yield stress ys 
obtained from tension s.pecirnen tests is .53. 0 ksi for 
the flange plates. 
... 
~ "\'· ~'.~,,.·-~'*- .....,_ ... _ -· 
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Residual stress measurements were also 
made· on the two H-shapes welded from ·th~. ~lame-cut . 
:~ , plates;. 12H79 and 14H2lJ2~·. · · . 
.. • 
. 
... * . 
' 
' 
. :..;...,,,,~-:-~:,,...~....;."-"'~ ·~=:, =-=~ ~- ... , d'..~--'-'·········-· .~---- ~- ~~-- .. , .. •~~·~ ,"'.;·-~s!=""•-,-·. -:<, .'' ••,·-,•-•~.,--·~----------~-- ... , . .:.·~·,,•-·•==.....,,,,,....,_=- --··---~-,.. •y-··- • 
• 
• 
Residual stress distribution-s obtained.· 
• 
. -., -~-
~-· ',: .. , 
' c....: ~ 
~- IJ 
-'--------·--------... -------... :. ... ~--~------.<~---~~---·from. ·three identical sections -of. the· 12H79 shape of 
.. 
A572 (50) steel are shown in Figs. 17a, b, and c. As 
is seen· in these. diagrams, a very high tensile resid·ual 
. 
stress exists in the weld portion, and also at the 
flange tips due to the flame-cutting of plates. 
Compressive residual stresses are rather uniformly 
,-.,.. 
·distributed-elsewhere in the cross section to give 
equilibrium of the whole section. Although there is 
some irregularity in the upper right flange in Fig. 17b, 
the patter~ of residual stress distribution is basically 
the same in all three sections. Since these three 







may be noted that re~_idual. stress distribution is constant 
along the len'gth of a member. 
--
Figure 18 shows the averag.e distribution 
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. · -t~g~th~~-\olii::h the 6~rresPonding one in A36 steel. (Sl 
Average stresses are calculated by·taking one half of 
'!· ~ . ·-t 
. . 
a flange and one half of a web.as units. That is, 
.-
. each point in the ·flange represents the· aver·age of 24 
~ .i I "' 





- -• -··------~- --- -
.. •.· 
.. 
measurea--, · and the diagram shown is symmetrical. about 
two axes. The average tensile.residual stress for the 
A572- (50). steei shape is 15 ksi at the flange tip and 
. . 
43 ksi at the weld, which corresponds to 0.3 ays and 
0.8 a ~- respectively, the average static yield stress 
- ys . . - -
' 
(a ) being 55. 8 ksi for the ·shape, as shown in Table -2. ys.. . . . . 
The residual stress in mid~portion of the flange is 
approximately 15 ksi in compression, ~nd the one in mid-
portion of the 1 web i·s about 4 ksi in tension,, t1'at is, 
O. 3 ays and O. 06 a ys, re spec ti vely. 
From Fig. 18, the residual stress 
distribution is very similar in both types of steel 
• l 
and so is the magnitude of residual stresses. Tnis 
-confirms(lS) that the typ~ of steel, or the yield 
point of ste~l, does not greatly affect the magnitude 
. 
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. . . 
-------- · -·------------·----------------·-·--------- -- ------ -For th·e ·shape- l4H202 of· A572 ·(SO)-· ··s~~e-1·,---------------. ----· · -----~---.--------------
' • 
~, the residual stress distributions measured are shown 
in Fig. 19a and b: These two sections were cut origi~nal_l_y _ 
,front one m~mbet. The ten.gen9Y ... of the ~istribution is - .a. . .. .,, 
~~, .... 
.. .. , . 
. . 




., . ' 
0 
-main diff'erence. in the residual stress distribution in. 
these two shapes is that the.highest compressive 
residual s.tress_ ex·ists on the outside surface of ·the 
, flange atr the wep-to-flange j~ncture in the 14H202 shape, 
while in:the 12H79 ~hape the corresponding poin~ is in 
.. 
tension .• · 
I 
The average residual stress distributions 
in the 14H202 shape of both A572 (SO) and A36 steels 
~ 
are illustrated in Fig. 20. Again the average stresses 
are computed on the basis of one half flange and one 
half web. That· is, 1 one point in the flange is the 
average of 16 stresses, and the one in the web 
represents 8 stresses measured for each steel • 






The residual stress ·distribution is very 
• ~ iimilijr to the one in 12H79 shape, and the pattern is 
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0£ AS.72 (50) steel,. the average tensile residual stresses· 
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' . 
a~e 20 ksi at the flange tip, and 27 ksi at the web-. 
.,;, 
. 
to-flange juncture. Since the average static yield 
\\ 
. ~-
stress determined from tension specimen tests is 54.0 
, ' 
--~'-"-· .· ,~a -..:~..,...~~~+-··cJcsi., .-t-hey ... are. o~,4_:(Je,is"=•LC~and-~.--~,.0 ....•.. 5. -•fJ= ~--. -,<- ~e-speQ-t£ve~y~.-- --- --- --:rhe---~----~,.=~~~F~~-'";~·~"' · .... ·_ ·- ~~~~~=-tt: 
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compressive residual.stress is appr~xil\ately 13. ksi 
. -
in the mid-portion of the flange and 4 ksi in the mid-
portion of the web·, which correspond to 0.2 a ~nd ys 
0.08 ays' respectively. 
3.4 Stub Column Test Results 
. ..... 
A total of four stub columns, two 
identical specimen~ for both shapes, 12H79 and 148202, 
were tested in a hydraulic type universal testing 
• 
machine ~ith the capacity·of 5,000 kips. 
• 
The load-strain curve obtained f·rom 
• 
one of the.12H79 stub columns i·s shown in Fig. 21, ... 
where the abscissae is the strain over the 10 inch 
gage length measured at the mid-height. The similar 
curve for one of the 14H202 stub columns is shown in 
Fig. 22. From these two curves, as is usually the 
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-: J. 
obvious yield pl-ateau in the curves. For·-two- stub 
columns of the 14H202 shape, the.machine capacity was -
not large enough to get the maximum load. Therefore, 
,. 
the testi~g was stopped at a ~oad of· 5, poo kips. 
. ,,,,,.. •'I 
- :. ... 
.-
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showed flange ---lecal buckling firs-·t, - and th~n---web local 
buckling; The final configuration of one of the 12H79 ) 
. 
;·stub column is shown in Fig. 23; and one of the 14H202 
shape in Fig. 24. 
From the four stub column tests, the 
data were evaluated for rnodul:us of elasticity (E), 
proportional limit (ap)' yield strength ~y1 >, yield 
stress level (ay2>, strain at the onset of strain-
hardening (et), and strain-hardening modulus (Et>• s . s 
They are tabulated ·in Table 3, where,·p~oportiona! 
. limit (a) is determined as the stress at an offset.of p ,. 
10 micro in.Jin. strain, yield strength ~yl) is the· 
stress at ·o.2% st~ain offset, and yield ~stress level 
4 1 • 
b 
.. 
. (ay2> is the stress at 0.5% strain. The strain at the -
onset.of strain-hardening is:defined as the intersection 
\ 
\ 
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in the -~tratn._:-1.lar.d~ni·ng ra~ge. The· terms of stub 
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and the method of the data evaluat'ion _ suggested by 
CRC (l4 ) • • this 
1 
1S adopted in study •. .. 
.. ~ 
, . I) 
. 
. 
~ : . 
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3.5 .Pinned-End Column Strength 
A'total of five column tests were 
conducted; three columns of the 12H79 shape and two of 
the 14H202 shape. All the columns were tested with 
end rotation limited about weak axis • 
V ··•1°' ,, 
The initial out-of-straightness ·of these 
columns, measured by· means of the strip scales and a 
theodolite, is ~llustrated in Fig. 25. The load-
deflection curves obtained from the test of the 12H79 
' 
·columns are shown in ~ig. 26, and those of the 14H202 
columns, in Fig. 27. All the curves in Figs. 26 and 27 
indicate a relatively iarge deflection a~ loads near 
. ~ ( 
the-maximum load. 
} .. ··•·•, .. 
The column test results are summarized 
also in Table 4, giving identification, length, L/r· 
' 
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• 
load for each of th~ five columns, with the p~edicted 
tangent. modulus load. (See Sects,·4.2_ and 5 for the 
) 
t~ngent modulus load predictio~.) 
. .. 
,,."',\ 
... - . 
.columns· after the tests are shown in Figs. 28 through 
32; Col_'Qlllns.·. 3A, 3B and 3C of the 12H79 shapes. are -·---------·--
-
. .. . ·--· 
. 
shown in Figs. 28, 29 and 30, respectively, and Colµmns 
. . 
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4. THEORETICAL-COLUMN STRENGTH STUDY 
I 




• J~ -.) • ... .. - ,:ii.~ j /' t . 
. . 
- . · 4. 1.- . Brief· Review 
. . . . . '. · .. : ' . l . 
·. -~--------\;---------~-·----------. ----------~"" __ : __ · _____ · __ ~- ~-------~~ .. -:_./if)•:,.'_ -- - - -- -~------· ·-,-~ _· .. _ . __ ' ~ 
\ ·The buckl-ing load~ prediction .- s·tudi~d .. . . , - . ·~. I 
" in- this thesis was based on the tangent modulus load 
co~cept, taking into account the actually measured 
distribution of longitudinal residual stresses. 
The tangent modulus concept was first 
proposed by Engesser in 1889, substituting the slope of 
.. ' 
the stress-strain curve by the tangent modulus at a 
point. In 1895, he modified the theory 4 and introduced 
the concept of "reduced modulus" which takes into 
. . 
account two moduli depending·upon whether a fiber in the 




The reduced modulus theory had been 
. 
regarded. as the exact buckling theory for the centrally 
loaded columns until Shanley's paper( 20} which gave the 
" buckling load of a· centrally loaded column based on the 
' . .. 
tangent modulus concept. He stated that the tangent 
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·could· occur with out · strain- reversal~ -in- th-e-·---·co-lumn- -cro-ss --------------- -----'"· "'·------"'------------- -
. section. 
---
. ;,i .. , • 
.Since test result~ usually fall closer . 
. .... 
• ' • <.-., ' 
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. load, and since it is more convenient for design purpose, 
the modified tan9ent modulus load has been used to 
define column strength. (2l) 
4.2 T~ngent Modulus·Load Predictioti 
. 
The criti.cal load predictions were made 
:for both 12H79 and 14H202 columns of A572 (50) steel, 
.-
based on the tangent modulus conce_pt. -Column curves 
were obtained for both cases of be·nding; weak axis and 
strong axis bending •. The assumptions made fa{ the 
• 
computati.on·s_ are the fo.llowing. 
1. The idealized elastic-perfectly-
plastic stress-strain relationship 
. 
' 
is assumed so that the critical .stre_s·s 
0 
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critical stress corresponding 
to- the µngent modulus · load, · 
• 





E -~. _ = - modulus of elasti_city, 
.. : . . .. . .. . -- . .• ' . ,. - ... ~-- : . 



















moment of .. inertia of the entire ·· I --· 
-
. -- t 
cross section, 
,, 
I = moment of inertia of the elastic e 
portion of the cross section, 
. 
-··-L = column length, 
r -
--
. . • .:<c..~ .. "!' 
radius of gyration, ry for the 
weak axis and rx for the strong 
axis bending • 
Tnis equation is applicable to any 
,. cross sectii . with a symmetrical 
\.~ . 
pattern of rels'iqual stress · 
. . \ 
d . t . b t .~', --< 2 ? ~ is r1 u ion. .__.~ 
~. A symm~trical pattern of residual 
stress is used by taking the average 
values of th~ actually measured 
residual stresses. (See Fig ..• _ 18 for-! 
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The· variation of re:sidual stress 
across the thi~kness of the component 
plates is regarded to be negligible 
and- to have no effect on ·the column 
··'· .- .... · . 
• 
,. f ~ i 
. '~ -
b e ""'"'~, • ~~,,,,:,_,,.-~O,aT.• '"•• "'' •' 
- .. · - 7 -.,-~~.:··-· :·.' ~- -,-, ;;=: '. ; .. ~·-::_c .- ~<··· :,,~,-.·:;.:-,',~-~~~.,,. ~-~c:_"'~:-····-~-~;-··=--=•="'1'·'·~s«,...,..."7:':'"C'"";~·-· --·-:-'Effi:ellgt:n ;-·-- Tfre·· a vera g~--V~l ue· 6f '15Qt1r'" ''' -~;;~ 
,. .. - . 
.. , • f, .r, -
surface stres_ses are used .... 
\ 
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.. 
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- "..;..,.... -., 
__!· 
11,,,.. ~ , J ,1 
.. 
homogeneous. 
S. The yield stress of the weld metal 
~ . 
is considered to be the same as that 
. •. 
. .of the parent material .Qf the section. 
- - - -- -· - - . -- ----
- - - --- ----------~ --------- -----
6. 








The column is assumed to be i~itially 
-
straight, and the load is applied . 
through the centroid of the cross 
sections. 
Plain sections before loading • remain 
plain after loading up to the critical 
load. 
• 
Upon buckling of-the column, no strai-n 
\ . fP, 
reversal.occurs. 
For the computation of the tangent modulus 
·load curves,.it is advisable to have as small a segment 
• .. .. 
. ~·-·····"·'"''""''"'''''''''" ........ . 
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as possible for the.input data of the resi<




• order to have smooth The systems 
ofc-
in a curve. 








i~ ~·the. sectioning _·pro9ess, ,Figs.· -6 and .7. 
,· 
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. . 
. The computer program<
2
.
3> ~as written in 
" . 
FORTRAN IV .langu-age and -<!- CDC· 64·00 digita
l computer wa$ 
. used. 
The results of this ~nalysis are discussed 
Jin .. t.he following chapter, and the compariso
n is made 
---- ----
---- ---
-------w--i-~h the resu·1 ts ·obtained from the previou
s study in A36, 
as well as with the test results • 
.... 
.. , 
' · .. 
• 
• 
4.3 Ultimate Strength Prediction 
• The ultimate s~rength is also predicted.· 
for one column of the 14H202 shape; column 
4B 
(L/r = 60), and only for the case of weak axis bending
 • 
A computer program was developed to 
calculate the load-deflection curve for any 
H-shape 
. 
column. This computation is based on the ta
ngent 
' 
modulus concept assuming an idealized .elast
ic-perfectly-
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. ' 
' . / 
. 
in the cross- s_ecti.on. The symmetrical ~pattern of 
,-
residual stress distribution was used taking one half, 
' 
of a flange and one half of a w~b_as units. The 
variation of residual ·stress through the thickness of 
·,._. • 




average· of the both surface residual stres·ses measured·. «*' 
; . 
..... ·-· ·-·· -·----- ----·- . ...;. ·-· ·- ·-· .... :... ·- ..... ' 
• 
_______ __.___ ___ -·------· - ---·-···· -- . 
. 
-was used. The actually measured initial out-of-
' - . 
r - . 
straightness was taken into consideration. That- is, on 
a step-by-step-. p
1
rocess of computing a load-deflection 
curve, equilibrium of the cross section was checked at 
--- -the one-eighth levels and at bo~h ends·, where the 
, 
,. • i 
·-:•; .... -. 
r - • .. ~ 




The theoretical result is presented 
in Chapter ·s, and compared with(the test result. 
• 
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5. DISC-USSION OF COLUMN STRENGTH 
The ~angent modulus curves·computed for-
' ' 
axis bending, for the shape_ of A572 (50) ·ste.el and A3~ 
steel. (S) Also sho~ in ~a figure are the test results 
of the.three pinned-end.columns of A572 (SO) ~teel • 
. (See Table 4) Comparison of these two curves· shows that 
in the high slenderness ratio region, the A572 (50) 
--
. 
steel column has a considerably larger streng.th than 
the A36 steel column; by as much· as 20% at the max·imum. 
This is due both to the difference in the yield stress 
of the two materials, and to the fact that the.A36 shape 
has a compres.sive residual stress of about 10 ksi in 
. ' 
.-




'-• ·----- .. --· .... -, .- -N ~ 
' 
residula stresses of approximately 4 -ksi. (Fig. 18) 
Also, the A36 column curve has a higher stre·ngth level 
over a wide range of ·slenderness ratio, when compared 
-- -to- the A572 (SO) curves.--· This is explained again. by 
the difference in the residual stress distribution in 
both shapes; that of A36 s~eel has the larger area in~ 
the cross ~ection with tensile residual stress; this ·· 
· helps the column sustain the higher load. Test points. 
• 
•• • e I 
. . 
• 
,) .... , , 
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·indicate generally a good agreement.with the predicted 
tangerit modulus loads. 
., 
. ~ 
r- . In-Fig. 34, a.similar diagram is s}lown 
--~--~------·~~-;-,.;--~·. ~~~------~fo.;: __ !h,e . l~r9e:r _·:t,A~IQ~ .. ,.sJ1ap~!'._ -~he .. g·enerql shapes are ..•.. . . . . . . . -. . . 
' . - -· 
.' 
' . ' 
' . ~, 
simila·r ·to thc;,se of the 12_H7·9' cq,-lurn~ cur-ves. The 
'\ . 
difference in strength in the region of high.sl~nderness 
ratio is smaller here than the previous case. This is 
' due to the residual stress pattern. From Fig. 20, it 
is seen that, in the web, the residual stress pattern 
. . -- -- . ··------- ··-·- - . 
··-····· --- ··-in the A036 -steel shape has a steep~r slope than the 
A572 (SO) shape, towards the juncture of web-to-fl~nge. 
which slows the rate of yielding as the column is 
loaded. The computed tangent modulus load, again, 
• 
gives a good prediction for the maximum strength of the 
welded f·lame-cut columns of A572 (50) steel. 
All the four curves shpwn-in. Figs. 33 
and 34 indicate a rather sudden rise approximately at 
L/r of 60 as the slenderness ratio decreases. This is 
.. 
· .. 
j: ~. 1' - . • 
" 
.' . "" 
---- -- ----·-~------ .... -·- ---------· 
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• 
typical for an H-shape column welded from flame-cut 
plates. (S) · 
.• ' 
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c.omputed .tangent modulus load curve for the 12H79 shap-e·-
. - ..... - .. ,. ·-:--.....::.. ·-- ·.-~ ,,, :_, __ ,__ ··-~-·-· .~--- - . ----· --- ---·· ,. -
of A572 (50}. steel is s-hown in Fig-. 35 together with the 
.. • 
one of A36 steel. Both,curves show a more gradual 
--increase in strength, with the decreasing slend~rness 
. 
. \ 
. · · ' ~ · th . " . f ·h · .k · '- ~ · · · mh · ·· 
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tips. The difference in strength between the A572 {'--5.0) 
' 
column and the A36 column is larger in high slenderness 
. ~. -
ratio range than in low slenderness ratio range, for 
the same reasons as described above. 
Figure 36 show·s. the tangent modulus load 
curves for the 14H202 shape bent about strong axis. 
The shape of the curve is basically the same as the one 
. for·the 12H79 columns • . 
,, 
For both weak and strong axis bending 
• 
cases, the difference in tangent modulus load in high 
slenderness ratio region is larger for the 12H79 shape 
than the 14H202 shape. In the range of low slenderness 
• 
ratio, of L/r of less than about 20, the curve may not 
be precise, and may be conservative, sinc·e the strain-
• 
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in this analysis·. • 
Figure 37· shows the tange~t modulus load 
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• both cases of strong and we~k axis bending. The· 
. 
. 
similar one for the 14H202 shape is given in Fig. 38. ~ 
----;-
•. .. V , • - • • • -
- - • ••' - -• -·,- • • - • • - . '• • ', • • . ' ~ ~· - • ..•. • -• • 
'· 
From these two figures, it is noticed that th~ tangent 
modulus loads for both weak and itrong axis bending 
are almost· identical for the columns welded from flame-
cut plates. In other words, the influence of tensile 
residual stress present near the· flange tips upon the. 
column strength is greater fo_r the case of weak axis 
bending than for strong axis bending. For the 14H202 
column of the mid-slenderness ratio (L/r of about 50), 
in particular, th_e "weak" axis strength is higher than . 
the "strong" axis one. , Therefore, for the welded flame-
cut columns, the names of "strong" and "weak" axis 
column strength are merely conventional ones, and do. not 
really imply strength. 
• 
. ' 












. . e . . 
mbdulus load prediction gives a good estimate of the 
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------ An ___ uTtimate -strengt11----prediction·--was -- · ---- --
• 
prepared for column 4B, a 14H202 column of AS,72 (SO) 
' . 
steel, with an L/r of 66. ' ' -The predicted load-
~ 
- ,• .. 
' -
-deflection cur-ve ·for t~e cc;>lum~ is· ·shown i·n Fig. 39 
;, 
,. '\:r. .. ' .. ' • 
·, •·. - ,·-. ., 
_',.; ---,- .. _•- _ .. - - -~~- \• • :----.: .' ;_~~~- - .... -~-- ·.,., • .,-.• -,,.1.S_r,•·.·.,-..:~,., ... ,•-,.,,••,.;•·,,, .• ---·,,·-~, .. -,.,.,.-•c,•o:,,-_,.-,·,•,.·,''•·, .• ,: ·, ·.·.,,-·c~;_'·"',,.-.-·<:-•-•-·•.,··'1c<"~,.., ... ' - • ,-...• ,w.__--.-_ ,.-,.-,~c,-,---,.,.• .. -,.,.,t.·,-_.,_·v •..... -. .-. ~ r • .-,· =~·•••-.•.~-, .=c,,: ..... ,-~•,"··~-•·,._..,,:~••,•--"""·' ,_ ..... -~. -,- ------- -~},. -~-.--r- . ..---------'~-:......:.....,,____: 'v""--~--.-..... ~, ~--·~;·_ 
~- togeth,er with.· the test results. __ The predicted . 
' 
maximum load was 2,370 kips,_ and from the· test, the 
. .., 
maxi-mum load tvas 2,520 kips. - A, reason for this _ 
difference lies in the condition of load appl~cation. 
For the p:r::ediction, the load was assumed to be applied 
I 
through the centroid of.both end sections. However,_ -
',• : 'L. • • ~ • 
- . 
-- -------------·-· · ..... ·-·-·.-· ..... ___ .;._._ ...... ---· .. ---· - ..... --·· - -·-· ... ·-·- .. -- -· -~--- "--.··-·--·-~-~~_ .. -~-----~------
,'. 
- •:. 
the test column had an initial out-of-straightness 
(Fig. 25) and the alignment. was made in such a way 
that three sections, mid-height and both ends, were 
I . 
. - -




-_ ---of load application was different in the test and the 
analysis, giving the lower load for the prediction by -· 
' approximateiy 6% of the test result. " 
.... ___ - --
. . - - - . -·-- ·-··------··- -·---·~•- .-~ 
Ih Fig. 40, the progress of the lateral 
deflection of the same column is illustrated for both 
theoretical and experimental results. They are 
computed,· and measured by strip scales and a theodolite, 
I, • ec• 
,_- , _ _,-:.-· ..... --'- ........... -......... ·- ... ' . . 
.• _ 
.at one-eighth levels. The predicted deflection is in 
.. 
. 
·.good agreement with the test result, although· the 
' ' ' 
loading stages are not the same for both. I • • • 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
' .4 ; 
This theiis piesents the results obtain~d 
,. ":-
strength and behavior -of th~ welded columhs of A572 
' . 








were conducted on-two sizes of the welded flame-cut. 
columns; 12H79 and 14H202. The conclusions drawn from 
the study are as follows: 








r ,1; • 
~. A very high tensile residual stress 
exists in the weld portion, and also 
at the flange tips of the welded 
-flame-cut column section, showing 
the direct influen~e of welding and 
flame-cutting. Compressive residual 
stresses are rather uniformly 
distributed elsewhere .in the cross 
' 
section. · (Section 3.3; Figs. 15, 16, · 
19, and. 20). 
2. The study confirmed that the residual 
stress/distribution is constant along 
the length of a member. (Section 3.3, 
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.<> 
in A572 (SO) ·steel shape and in ·A36 
steel shape shows that the yield . 
. ' 
stress. of the mate-rial has almost 
' • Ji ~ • 
. . . 
,,r • ... -, ,: ,,.._. 
• 
• 
·~. ----.--'-·-~nfk~~..'..:c,==:.:...;,..=~> ~: ' ' • . •., ' . . ' . • . ' ' . • • • • 
.c . ~~. . . ~~~~ Am~ < =--~~~~-· .no~- -ef~f"e ~-t·--=·o~~--- ~tli'e~-#iac.rri rt ude ~-arid~-.·~---~=·~~~==;=-~·=--=~=~=~=~=;;--~r=•-·-
.;;.·: . 
distribution of residual stress • 
. · ... 
. . .. ·"·-·· --· .-.. ;· ' --~ ·-· - - - - . __ _. --· (Section 3~31 Figs. 19 and-20). 




ratios (approximately L/r of 60 or 
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a considerably larger strength than 
· the A36 steel column. This is due 
, 
both to the difference in the yield 
stress, and to the residual stress 
distribution. This is true for both 
weak axis and strong axis bending. 
(Chapter 5: Figs. _33-36). 
I 
5. This difference in the tangent modulus 
.curves between the A572 (50) steel 
• , 'f,, ·- • 
. 
shape and the A~6 steel shape is 
greater for the smaller shape (12H79) 
.I 
than for the larger shape (14H202). 
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·. · ~-.-~·1rarrgent--modulus---1oa~d-··curves---~ f<>·r·---·the-:---:-·-_ ----. -
• 
. ' welded flame-cut colutnr1s bent about 
• 





. ·"' rise, . approximately at L/r ,of ···60, . .; 
. .... ~. 
. -
~~~~----·----~:·~-- ;~~~~?-: ,--:• j .. 
--- ... -as the "s feriderne s-s·····ratl:o·--··-·clec£r'e·iise·s-~···~-~·-··:~r;-: ~~·-·~,~~---~~-~-"-··--
:, ·• I ~-· .. . ., -
· .. 
.. This ri-se ---1-s--- more gradual· for. the 
·. 
case of strong axis bending~ (Chapter 
·' 
.• ' 
5; Figs. 33-36) •. 
7. Tangent modulus loads for both "wea·k" 
--·--- ~- - --· --- --
-
·--------- --------- ·------- -·-····· · ····and 11strong" axis- -bending are9· almos-'t-- --------~--------- -----~ 
---·- - --·-· - ............. ...__...._.._. ~--·-_., ............ ._ - ....
 ._ .... --- ---·------~-~-~-- ___ ,.... ____ ~_. -- --~~· ·,,-. - -
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-·- ----------·-·-- ... -- .. ·- ··-- ----- .. 
identical for ·the· :A-5·12 - (·SO) steel 
columns welded from flame-cut plates • 
. (Chapter 5; Figs. 37 and 38) • 
• 
8. · The effect of tensile residual stress 
present near the flange tips upo~ 
the column strength is greater for , 
"weak" axis bending than for "strong" 
axis bending. (Chapter 5~ Figs. 
37 and 38). 
- - - .. --~ ·- - - ---
'" ,_,..,_,.,, -~···-•·,._, •-··•-•·-o:,;>,O,,-c=o • , ... _u,Y<. •· · -.-,-·~ --- '" -- • -
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- - ... --· 
... 9,-~- The tangent modulus load generally gives 1 . 
.. . ).. 
lo 
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•. . • 
• 
· ·a good estimate of the maximum strength 
of welded flame-cut· columns. (Chap~er 
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at the are tips flange 
beneficial to column strength. 
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' ' ·"" ·, 
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. . 
after sectioning .. 
. :. 
. . ,. ' .... '. 
b Width of .. a flange. ::.. 
,"'• !C• .. 
- ...• :: .. ~---- ·~ ·-~IX-... ·•· ·-- ·-· --- ...• 
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the strip i after sectioning 
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yield stress l~vel with the tangent of 
the stress-strain curve in the st.rain-
harden'ing range • 
Proportional limit Cap) is the stress at an offset 
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to the strain of 0.5% with zero strain 
rate. 
Yield streng~ (ay1> is ~e stress at 0.2% strain. 
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Yield stress level (ay2> is ~e stress correspondi~ 
to the 0.5% strain. 
---· ,,__ ,, ·,-· - . . 
- '. . 
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·Static Modulus · Strain* Strain-* Elongation 
Shape Specimen Yield of 
Ultimate 
at Strain- Hardening in Sin.. Reduction Stress or Stress Elasticity Hardening. Modulus Gage Length of Area 
Plate No. (ksi) (ksi) (103 ksi) ,-i(o/0) {ksi) (O/o) (O/c) . 
. · 
3AI 55.3 29.9. 85.6 24.8 45.0 
3A2 57o2 29.7 85~8 1.10 748 25.6 48.9 
. 
- • ~'.1 ~ 
3A4 ·· 5'4.0 31.2 82.8 t.05 · '698. 26.5· -: '50.3 ,. 
b " - .... ,.:-.. 





26.0 ·47;9 Shape 3BI 55.5 "'· 
12H79 382 56o1 20.4 85.0 1.58 411 * *. ·25.3 47.9-
(Flange) 384 54.2 29.8· 84.4 1.00 676 25.3 47.7 
, 385 54.9 29.5 82.6 1.12 685 26.4 51.3 
3CI 56. 7 30.2 86.-1 0.80 712 23.9 46.6 
3C2 56.7 28.6 85.6 1.01 728 24.5 46.8 
3C4 57.1 28.8 86.9 0.86 777 22.3 44.9 
3C5 57.3 28.4 87.2 0.90 758 \~ 20.5 44.8 
Flange Average 55.9 85.0 1.06 719 24.7 47.9 
. Shape' 3A3 56.5 30.8 74.6 1.83 436 22.8 46.1 '·---.--------
·-
12H79 383 54.6 18.2 78.2 27.1 48.1 
(Web) 3C3 55.6 28.0 73~2 1.97 506 25.8 48.8 
Web Average ~5.6 75.4 1.90 471 25.2 47.7 
'-....I 
Average+ 55.8 82.7 1.25 662 24.8 . 47.9 
Shape 4BI 55:3 22.3 . 86.5 823 26.5 56 .. 5 
14H202 482 55.1 28.5 86.6 0.86 859 27 .. 0 56.8 
(Web) 483 55.0 27.0 86.0 840 23.8 40.7 
. 
4EI 51.4 29.3 83. 6 0.63 771 27. 2 58.8 
· Flange 4E2 52.4 29.3 83.7 0.67 836 26.7 58.7 
Loose 4E3 52.6 28.2 84.7 0.63 839 26.6 56.8 
Plate 4FI 53.9 29.7 84.4 0.50 836 27.8 58.1 
4F2 26.4 85.0 0.53 808 26.9 57.0 
4F3 54.5 30.2 85.1 0.44 849 26.5 56.6 
. 
Flange Average 53.8 85.1 0.61 829 26.6 55.6 
14 H202 484 54.0 80.8 1.04 723 26.9 56.6 (Web) . 
Web 401 54.7 28.8 84.5 0 .. 76 796 22.6 49.3 Loose 402 55.3 29.5 84.2 0. 72 714 23.6 50.1 Plate 
Web Average 54.7 83.2 0.84 744 24.4 52.0 
Average -t 54.0 84.7 0 .. 65 811 26.1 54 .. 8 
• 
* Estimated from load -elongation diagrams drawn by an automatic recorder • 
* * Omitted when averaging 
• 
t Weighted average • 
• I 
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31.1 29.9 33.S 30.5 
. u 
46.8 42.6 37.2 39.0 
53-. 2 53.2 55.7 58.2 
- -
.. 
54.4 54.1 58.7 59.3 
- . o-.-so -- 0.63 - - 0 .--3-2· --- ·-· o. 42 
.. 
632 585 985 912 
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Pinned-End Column Test Results -- AS72(50) S~eel 
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F:ig. 11 Aver-age Stress-Strain Curves Obtained .from 
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. Fig. 37 Tangent Modulus Load Curves-, 12H79 (FC)I, .AS72 (50) 
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